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Building an Old-Fashioned Sparse SolverG. W. StewartABSTRACTA sparse matrix is a matrix with very few nonzero elements. Many applia-tions in diverse �elds give rise to linear systems of the form Ax = b, where Ais sparse. The problem in solving these systems is to take advantage of thepreponderane of zero elements to redue both memory use and omutationtime. The purpose of this paper is to introdue students (and perhaps theirteahers) to sparse matrix tehnology. It is impossible to treat all the teh-niques developed sine the subjet started in the 1960's. Instead, this paperonstruts a sparse solver for positive de�nite systems that would have beenstate of the art around 1980, emphasizing equally theory and omputationalpratie. It is hoped that a mastery of this material will allow the reader tostudy the subjet independently.1. IntrodutionA matrix A of order n is said to be sparse if it has a very small number of nonzeroelements. In this paper we will be onerned with solving sparse linear systems of theform Ax = b: (1.1)Sparse systems arise in many onnetions|uid dynamis, strutural engineering, lin-ear programming, eonomi models, eletrial iruits, just to name just a few. The aryou drive was designed in part by solving large sparse systems.Sparsity is a desirable property. If A is dense| if most of its elements are nonzero|then solving the system requires work proportional to n3. On my PC, I an solve asystem of order one thousand in about eight seonds. The n-ubed law says that itwould take over two hours to solve a system of order ten thousand, and ten thousandis not espeially large in many appliations. Sparsity represents a hope of getting outof the n-ubed trap by taking advantage of the large number of zero elements.Storage is also a problem. The memory needed to store a dense matrix inreasesas the square of its order. To store a dense matrix of order one thousand requires amillion words of eight-byte oating-point words or about eight megabytes|well withinthe range of a garden variety PC. On the other hand a matrix of order ten thousandrequires eight hundred megabytes, whih is not found on your typial PC or workstation.But if the same matrix has only, say, ten elements in a row, the storage requirement forthe nonzero elements is eight hundred kilobytes. The savings are obvious, although aswe shall see later bookkeeping overhead raises the storage ount somewhat.2



An Old-Fashioned Sparse Solver 3We will be onerned with diret as opposed to iterative methods for solving (1.1).Most diret sparse matrix solvers are based on some variant of Gaussian elimination.The broad outline is the same as for dense solvers. The matrix A in question is fatoredinto the produt A = LU; (1.2)where L is lower triangular and U is upper triangular. The system Ax = b an then besolved in two stages.1. Solve Ly = b2. Solve Ux = y (1.3)Sine L and U are triangular, the systems in (1.3) an be solved eÆiently by standardalgorithms that require no further redution of L or U .The purpose of this paper is to provide a look at the tehnology people use to takeadvantage of sparsity. We will do this by building a sparse solver for symmetri positivede�nite systems. Now the sparse matrix ball started rolling in the 1960s, and it isimpossible to inlude all the sophistiated tehniques developed over the past thirty�ve years in a single expository paper. Instead we will build an old-fashioned solver|one that would have been onsidered state-of-the-art around 1980. The situation isanalogous to desribing a ar of the late 1920s, ars that �rst exhibited the standardfeatures of today's ars. Cars and solvers have ome a long way from their beginnings.They've been streamlined and superharged. Their infrastrutures| the roads andomputers they run on|have improved immeasurably. But in a modern ar there isthe soul of a Model-A Ford. Likewise, the heart of most sparse solvers is a relative ofthe old-fashioned solver we desribe here.This paper is organized as follows. In the next setion we will disuss generalitiesabout sparse matries and solvers and introdue a spei� lass of sparse matries touse as an example later. In Setion 3, we will treat the Cholesky algorithm, a variant ofGaussian elimination that fators a symmetri positive de�nite matrix A into a produtLLT, where L is lower triangular (L is alled the Cholesky fator of A). We will alsoshow how this algorithm generates �ll-in|nonzero elements in L where A had zeroelements. In Setion 4 we will desribe a useful pitorial tehnique for traking �ll-in asit ours. In Setion 5, we will introdue the data struture we will use to represent asparse matrix and illustrate its manipulation by two algorithms. The next two setionsare the mathematial heart of the paper. Setion 6 gives a brief treatment of the graphtheory required to derive our algorithm. Setion 7 is devoted to the de�nition andproperties of a partiular graph, alled the elimination tree, that is the basis of oursubsequent algorithms. In Setion 8, we will show how to ompute the struture ofthe Cholesky fator L so that we an set up a data struture to hold it. This proess,alled symboli fatorization, is followed by the atual numerial fatorization, whih is



4 An Old-Fashioned Sparse Solvertreated in Setion 9. Finally, in Setion 10 we briey disuss modern additions to oursparse solver. The paper onludes with some bibliographi notes.In the ourse of the exposition, we will present several algorithms. They will bewritten in a pseudoode that should be readable by anyone reasonably familiar withone of the standard high level languages; e.g., Fortran 95 or C. It is a hodge-podgethat tilts toward Fortran. In partiular, all arrays begin indexing at one, and subpro-gram parameters are passed by referene, so that modi�ations made to them in thesubprogram are passed bak to the alling program.A word on notation. Matries will be written with upper-ase letters and vetorswith lower-ase letters. Salars will be written with lower-ase Roman or Greek letters.In partiular, elements of A, L, and U will always be denoted by the Greek letters �,�, and �.The reader is assumed to be familiar with the basis of matrix omputations: the useof partitioned matries to derive algorithms and espeially Gaussian elimination. Fromthis standard bakground, however, the paper quikly moves into unharted territory,and the reader should be prepared to pore over passages until understanding omes. Anote pad and a penil equipped with a good eraser are essential tools. I hope that whenthe reader omes to the end of the journey he or she will feel that the e�ort was wellspent.2. Sparse Matries and Sparse SolversIn this setion we will onsider generalities about sparse matries and sparse solvers.We begin with a disussion of what onstitutes a sparse matrix.2.1. Sparse matriesThe notion of a sparse matrix is one of those onepts that is most useful if it is notpinned down too tightly. The reason is that matries ome in so many varieties thatthe attempt to give a formal de�nition of sparseness is likely to exlude matries thatsomeone would naturally onsider sparse. Nonetheless, there are some guidelines.First, the number of nonzero elements must be small enough. Most people would notonsider a triangular matrix sparse, sine only about half its elements are zero. Whenthe positions of the nonzero elements of a matrix| its struture we all it|dependson its order, the matrix is ommonly alled sparse if the number of nonzero elementsis O(n). But many matries annot be treated this way|models of eletri iruitsfall in this ategory. In that ase the most useful de�nition is operational: a matrix issparse if its manipulation an bene�t from sparse tehnology.Seond, many people would exlude matries that an be treated by minor extensionsof dense matrix tehnology. For example, a tridiagonal matrix is one whose nonzero



An Old-Fashioned Sparse Solver 5elements lie only on the diagonal, the superdiagonal, and the subdiagonal of the matrix.It is about as sparse as you an get. But a tridiagonal system an be solved by anobvious variant of Gaussian elimination that simply ignores the zero elements. Bandmatries, where nonzero elements luster in a band about the diagonal, onstitute anintermediate ase. If the band is dense, then a variant of ordinary Gaussian eliminationapplies. (It is signi�ant that algorithms for dense band matries are generally foundin dense matrix pakages suh as LAPACK.) On the other hand, if the band is sparse,it may pay to use an appropriate sparse solver.The disussion in the last paragraph suggests that the struture of the matrix playsan important role in the onstrution of a sparse solver. For example, symmetri positivede�nite matries have speial properties that distinguish them from general nonsym-metri matries, and the best solver for one is not suitable for the other. Thus sparsematries fall into lasses that require di�erent algorithms. However, eah lass oursfrequently enough in appliations to justify the design and implementation of a generalalgorithm for the lass in question. In this paper, as we said earlier, we will be onernedwith a general sparse solver for symmetri positive de�nite systems.2.2. Sparse solversGaussian elimination is at one the simplest and most ompliated of algorithms. It isso simple that it an be taught to undergraduates|even high shoolers. But it is soexible that it yields many di�erent algorithms that are not obviously related. This isas true of dense systems as sparse ones, although the useful variants are not neessarilythe same for eah ategory. Thus the �rst task in the design of a sparse solver is tohoose an appropriate form of Gaussian elimination.Having deided on a variant of Gaussian elimination, the designer of a sparse matrixsolver faes some additional deisions.1. How an the matrix A be represented so that only nonzero elements are stored?2. The proess of omputing L and U from A will generate additional nonzero ele-ments, alled �ll-in. Fill-in reates two problems.1. Interhanging rows and olumns of A and the orresponding omponents of b,simply interhanges the same omponents of x, so that solution is essentiallyundisturbed. But it also a�ets the ourse of Gaussian elimination and henethe amount of �ll-in. It is therefore natural to ask if we an order A to redue�ll-in.2. An eÆient algorithm will need to know in advane where �ll-in ours sothat it an alloate storage and set up data strutures for L and U . Thisproess is alled symboli fatorization (or analysis).



6 An Old-Fashioned Sparse Solver3. One the symboli fatorization has been aomplished, one must perform theatual numerial fatorization. In general, the algorithms for symboli and nu-merial fatorization are quite di�erent, with the symboli fatorization being theheaper and, paradoxially, the more ompliated.4. Finally, one must solve the triangular systems in (1.3). Sine L and U are notrepresented as arrays, the sparse algorithms are di�erent from their textbookounterparts.Thus a typial sparse solver proeeds through stages of ordering, symboli fatoriza-tion, numerial fatorization, and triangular solution. It should be stressed that thesestages are often ombined or omitted. But you will not go far wrong in understandinga sparse solver if you ask if and how it implements eah of the above steps.Ordering is something of an exeption in the above list. More than the other steps, itdepends on the details of the appliation generating the matrix. For example, problemsassoiated with two-dimensional manifolds generate matries for whih a good orderingan often be found by a proess alled nested dissetion. Beause of the spei�ity ofordering algorithms, we will not treat them in this paper.2.3. Grid-graph matriesIn this subsetion we will introdue a lass of sparse matries assoiated with er-tain ellipti partial di�erential equations de�ned on a square, say on the interval 
 =[0; 1℄�[0; 1℄. Without going into details, the problem is turned into a matrix problemby plaing an (N +1)�(N +1) grid on the square as shown in Figure 2.1. Eah interiorgrid point (j; k) is assoiated with an approximation to the solution ujk at that point.(Note that the indexing is not the same as for a matrix: the j is the olumn index, kis the row index, and indexing starts from the southwest orner.) From the di�erentialequation we an derive a linear relation that involves ujk and its neighboring approxi-mations uj�1;k, uj+1;k, uj;k�1 and uj;k+1. Thus we have n = N2 linear equations in nunknows, whih an be solved for the ujk. The orresponding matrix is sparse beauseeah row involves only the unknown Ujk and its four neighbors.The matrix is also strutured. If we order the unknowns ujk rowwise thusu11; u21; : : : ; uN1; u12; u22; : : : ; uN2; : : : ; (2.1)then the matrix of the system has the formA = 0BBBBB�T1 D1D1 T2 D2. . . . . . . . .DN�2 TN�1 DN�1DN�1 TN
1CCCCCA ;
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Figure 2.1: A Disretization Gridwhere the Ti are tridiagonal of order N and the Di are diagonal. This matrix, whihwe will all a grid-graph matrix, an be shown to be symmetri positive de�nite. It isalso a band matrix with a sparse band and therefore a andidate for a sparse solver.We have introdued it beause we know a great deal about its Cholesky fatorization.Spei�ally:For n large, there is an ordering of A (alled a nested dissetion ordering)suh that A an be fatored in approximately10n 32 oating-point additions and multipliations.Moreover, the Cholesky fator L of A has approximately4n log2 n nonzero elements.Up to order onstants these results are optimal. (2.2)
We will use these results later in assessing the e�ets of overhead in our algorithms.The result (2.2) shows the importane of ordering in sparse fatorization. For thenatural ordering (2.1) the band of the Cholesky fator is essentially full and has aboutnpn nonzero elements. Thus the ratio of nonzeros of the natural ordering to the nesteddissetion ordering is pn4 log2 n . When n = 90; 000, orresponding to a 300�300 grid, thenatural ordering requires about 4:5 times the storage as the nested dissetion ordering.



8 An Old-Fashioned Sparse Solver3. The Cholesky Deomposition and Fill-inOur sparse solve will be based on the Cholesky algorithm, a variant of Gaussian elim-ination that fators a symmetri positive de�nite matrix into the produt LLT of alower triangular matrix and its transpose. In this setion we will �rst sketh a proofthe existene of suh a fatorization. We will then desribe the variant of Cholesky'salgorithm that we will use here. The remainder of the setion is devoted to a disussionof �ll-in.3.1. ExisteneIt might be expeted that the LU deomposition A = LU of a nonsingular, symmetrimatrix should itself be symmetri; i.e., that we an write it in the formA = LLT; (3.1)where L is lower triangular. Unfortunately, this is not always the ase. For supposethat x is nonzero. Then beause L is nonsingular, y = LTx 6= 0. It follows thatxTAx = xTLLTx = yTy =Pi y2i > 0:Thus only matries satisfying x 6= 0 =) xTAx > 0 (3.2)an have a Cholesky deomposition of the form (3.1). We all any suh matrix a sym-metri positive de�nite matrix.Being symmetri positive de�nite is not only neessary for a matrix to have aCholesky deomposition, it is also suÆient.Let A be symmetri positive de�nite. Then there is a unique lower triangularmatrix L with positive diagonal elements suh that A = LLT.The various proofs of this result lead to variants of Gaussian elimination. For example,one proof begins by partitioning the fatorization A = LLT in the form�� aTa Â� = �� 0` L̂��� `T0 L̂T� :Then omputing the (1; 1)-element of the partition, we �nd that � = �2, so that that� = p�. Thus we have omputed the (1; 1)-element of L. Similarly by omputingthe (2; 1)-blok of the partition, we get ` = ��1a. Finally from the (2; 2)-blok of thepartition we �nd that L̂L̂T = Â� ``T � S;



An Old-Fashioned Sparse Solver 9so that L̂ is the Cholesky fator of S (whih is alled the Shur omplement of �). Thematrix S an be shown to be positive de�nite (that is the triky part), so that L̂ existsby an obvious indution.This proof leads naturally to an algorithm in whih the �rst olumn of L is omputed,the matrix S is formed, and the proess is repeated reursively on S. This algorithm,whih orresponds to lassial Gaussian elimination, is widely used in sparse solvers.However we will base our solver on an algorithm that builds up L olumn by olumn.This algorithm is also widely used, and for our purposes it has the advantage that itprovides insight into the dynamis of �ll-in.3.2. A olumnwise algorithmThe olumnwise algorithm an be derived as follows. Suppose we have omputed the �rstk�1 olumns of L and wish to ompute the kth. Consider the partitioned deomposition0�A11 a21 AT31aT21 �22 aT32A31 a32 A331A = 0�L11 0 0`T21 �22 0L31 `32 L331A0�LT11 `21 LT310 �22 `T320 0 LT331A ;in whih A11 is of order k�1. Computing the kth olumn of this partition, we �nd that0�a21�22a321A = 0� L11`21`T21`21 + �222L31`21 + �22`321AFrom this we see that�22 =q�22 � `T21`21 and `32 = ��122 (a32 � L31`21); (3.3)whih gives the kth olumn of L.Algorithm 3.1 implements this olumnwise sheme. Here we use olon notationto designate a range. For example, L[k:n,k℄ represents the vetor formed from theelements k, k+1,..., n of olumn k of L. We have also used the onvention thatinonsistent loops are not exeuted; e.g., the loop in statement 4 when k is equal to one.Finally, we have omputed the quantities �22� `T21`21 and a32�L31`21 in (3.3) togetherin the loop on j, and then adjusted them in statements 7 and 8.This algorithm and the lassial variant skethed above are numerially stable. Theomputed Cholesky fator satis�es LTL = A+E, where E of of the order of the roundingunit ompared with A. It is worth noting that in the nonsymmetri ase one must pivot(i.e., interhange rows and olumns of A) to ahieve similar stability. Thus an importantdistintion between symmetri positive de�nite and nonsymmetri sparse solvers is thatthe former an reorder solely to minimize �ll-in, whereas the latter must balane �ll-inand numerial stability in its ordering shemes.



10 An Old-Fashioned Sparse SolverColhol omputes the Cholesky fator of the symmetri positive de�nite matrix A.1. Colhol(A, L)2. Move the lower half of A to L3. for k=1 to n4. for j=1 to k-15. L[k:n,k℄ = L[k:n,k℄ - L[k,j℄*L[k:n,j℄6. end for j7. L[k,k℄ = sqrt(L[k,k℄)8. L[k+1:n,k℄ = L[k+1:n,k℄/L[k,k℄9. end for k10. end ColholAlgorithm 3.1: The olumnwise Cholesky algorithm3.3. The olumnwise algorithm and �ll-inThe algorithm Colhol allows us to understand how �ll-in ours in the Cholesky fatorof a sparse matrix. To see this, let us rewrite the loop 4 in a form that better reetsthe realities of sparse omputation|namely, that only some of the olumns of L areatually aumulated inside the loop.1. for j=1,k-12. if (L[k,j℄ .ne. 0)3. L[k:n,k℄ = L[k:n,k℄ - L[k,j℄*L[k:n,j℄4. end if5. end for j (3.4)Reall that at the outset L[k:n,k℄ is initialized to A[k:n,k℄. Exept for some �nal ad-justment|orresponding to statements 7 and 8 in Algorithm 3.1|the vetor L[k:n,k℄is omputed by subtrating multiples of a subset of the trunated olumns L[k:n,j℄of L. This subset is preisely those olumns for whih L[k,j℄ is nonzero. Thus theolumns we subtrat are determined by the nonzero struture of the row L[k,1:k-1℄of L.The loop shows how �ll-in ours in sparse elimination. Suppose in statement 3 thetrunated olumn L[k:n,j℄ has a nonzero entry L[i,j℄ and A[i,j℄ is zero. Then thealulation will put a nonzero element in L[i,j℄; i.e., the originally zero element A[i,j℄will be �lled in by the elimination proess. Atually, we must be a little areful here.There is always the possibility that fortuitous anellation will produe a zero elementwhere a nonzero is expeted. However, this situation is unstable|a small hange inan appropriate element of A will ause the nonzero to reappear. Consequently, we will



An Old-Fashioned Sparse Solver 11ignore this possibility and assume that �ll-in ours wherever our formulas lead us toexpet it.To examine the properties of �ll-in more arefully, it will be onvenient to dropour programming notation. Let a(k)k be the trunated kth olumn of A beginning with�kk|i.e., A[k:n,k℄|and let `(k)j be the trunated jth olumn of L beginning with�kj |i.e., L[k{:}n,j℄. Then the fragment (3.4) omputes the vetor^̀(k)k = a(k)k � k�1Xj=1�kj 6=0 �kj`(k)j : (3.5)whih has the same pattern of nonzero elements as `(k)k , sine it di�ers from `(k)k onlyby a nonzero saling fator. From the disussion above, it follows that the pattern ofnonzeros in `(k)k is omposed of the pattern of a(k)k and the patterns of the trunatedolumns of L that begin with a nonzero omponent.We an write this fat more suintly by introduing some notation. De�ne thestruture of `(k)j to be str(`(k)j ) = fi � k : �ij 6= 0g:In other words the struture of `(k)j is the set of all row indies i for whih the orre-sponding omponent is nonzero. De�ne the struture of the trunated olumns of Aanalogously. Then str(`(k)k ) = str(a(k)k ) [ k�1[j=1�kj 6=0 str(`(k)j ): (3.6)In Setion 2 we used the term symboli fatorization to refer to the proess ofdetermining the struture of L so that we ould set up a data struture to hold it.Equation (3.6) would seem to provide a way of performing symboli elimination, sineit furnishes the wherewithal to determine the struture of suessive olumns of L interms of their predeessors. Unfortunately, this proedure mimis Gaussian eliminationtoo losely. To determine the struture of the urrent olumn we need the struturesof the preeding olumns|and storing and manipulating those strutures is no easierthan storing and manipulating the elements of L itself.A ure for this problem is to reognize the fat that it may not be neessary to workwith all olumns for whih �kj 6= 0. As an extreme example, suppose that olumn `(k)k�lls in ompletely. Then every subsequent olumn also �lls in, and the omputation in(3.6) beomes unneessary. In pratie, it turns out that as the elimination progresses,only a few of the olumns in (3.6) are needed to determine the struture of the ktholumn of L. The problem is to determine whih olumns are needed|or equivalently



12 An Old-Fashioned Sparse Solverwhih olumns to prune from the union in (3.6). The answer is provided by an auxiliarystruture alled the elimination tree, whih will be introdued in Setion 7.3.4. Alpha-preursorsFill-in annot our unless there is something to do the �lling in. If, for example, theelements �i1; : : : ; �ik (i > k) are all zero, it follows by an indution on (3.5) that theorresponding elements of L are also zero. Consequently, an element �ik 6= 0 of L forwhih �ik = 0 must depend on some nonzero element of A proeeding it in row i. Weall suh elements �-preursors of �ik. Sine �-preursors will prove important later,we will now show how to onstrut them.Suppose that �ik 6= 0|i.e., i belongs to str(`(k)k ). Now if �ik 6= 0, then �ik itself isan �-preursor of �ik. If not, from (3.5) we have�̂ik = � k�1Xj=1�kj 6=0 �kj�ij:Sine there must be at least one nonzero term in this sum, there is a k1 < k suh that�ik1 6= 0 and �kk1 6= 0. Now if aik1 6= 0, it is an �-preursor. Otherwise we have,�̂ik1 = � k1�1Xj=1�k1j 6=0 �k1j�ij :Thus there is a k2 < k1 suh that �ik2 6= 0 and �k2k1 6= 0. If �ik2 6= 0 we have our�-preursor. Otherwise we ontinue baktraking as above. The result is a dereasingsequene of indies k > k1 > k2 > � � � suh that �̂ikr 6= 0 (r = 0; 1; : : :). The sequeneeither terminates with a nonzero element of A or with �̂i1 6= 0, in whih ase �i1 =�̂i1 6= 0 is an �-preursor.We have arrived at the following result.If i lies in the struture of the kth olumn of L, then �ik has an �-preursor �iq 6= 0. Spei�ally, there is a sequene of indies q = kp <kp�1 < : : : ; < k1 < k0 = k suh that1. �i;kp 6= 0,2. �kr;kr+1 6= 0; r = p� 1; : : : ; 1. (3.7)
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(i,k3) (i,k1)Figure 4.1: Reetion diagram for (3.7)4. Reetion diagramsIn view of our onstrution of �iq, it would seem that statement 1 in (3.7) should read�i;kp 6= 0 and �i;kr 6= 0 (r = p� 1; : : : ; 1). However, this extended statement is impliedby the original. To see this we will introdue a pitorial method for traking �ll-in asone moves around in a matrix. The diagram in Figure 4.1 represents (3.7) for the asep = 3. It is to be understood as follows. The diagram represents a grid orresponding tothe elements in the lower half of a matrix, although we do not expliitly draw the grid.Points on the diagonal are identi�ed with diagonal elements; e.g., k3, k2, k1, and i inthe diagram. Points in the interior represent subdiagonal elements of the matrix. Therow index of the element is the index of the diagonal to the east of it; the olumn indexis the index of the diagonal north of it|e.g. (k2,k3) in the above diagram. Thus eahpair of distint diagonal elements subsumes a unique element of the matrix.One is permitted to pass between two diagonals provided the element they subsumeis nonzero. Suh a transition is always shown as proeeding through the subsumedelement, as in the path from k3 to k2. The diagram is alled a reetion diagrambeause if we plae a mirror pointing northeast at, say, (k2,k3) a southward beam oflight beginning at k3 will be reeted to k2.The onnetion with �ll-in is illustrated by the element (i,k3) in the �gure. Herewe suppose that the underlying matrix is the Cholesky fator L. Beause the element(k2,k3) is nonzero, (3.6) implies that the struture of L(k2:n,k3) is ontained in thestruture of L(k2:n,k2). In partiular, if element (i,k3) is nonzero, a �ll-in must



14 An Old-Fashioned Sparse Solverour at (i,k2), as shown by the dashed arrow. Similarly, the passage from k2 to k1reveals a �ll-in at (i,k1). Thus the onnetion shows that only the statement �ik3 6= 0(whih implies �ik3 6= 0) is neessary in (3.7).One an also move bakward in a reetion diagram|and we will later on|butbakward movement does not reveal �ll-in. It is an instrutive exerise to �gure outwhy.5. Representing and manipulating sparse matriesHaving deided on a numerial algorithm, we must now deide how to represent a sparsematrix. The onventional representation as a square array of numbers is untennable. Forexample, a grid-graph matrix has roughly 5n nonzero elements, whereas the onventionalrepresentation would take n2 words of memory|the overwhelming majority of themzero. In this setion we introdue a struture that only stores the nonzero elements of amatrix, but at the ost of some additional bookkeeping arrays. We will then illustratethe use of this struture by developing two algorithms, one for omputing a matrixvetor produt and the other for traversing a matrix by rows.5.1. A data strutureTo represent a sparse matrix by storing only its nonzero elements we must provideadditional information that enables us to determine where an element lies. For example,we ould represent a sparse matrix as a olletion of triplets(val; rx; x)where val represents the value of the element and rx and x are its row and olumnindies. In other words if the matrix in question is A, then arx;x = val.This oordinate representation is simple and natural. It has the advantage that itmakes it very easy for a user to generate a sparse matrix on a omputer. For example,the matrix ould be represented by a struture of the form1. oordmat struture2. int nrow ! Number of rows3. int nol ! Number of olumns4. int nnz ! Number of nonzero elements5. int rx[℄ ! Array of row indies6. int x[℄ ! Array of olumn indies7. real val[℄ ! Array of values8. end struture (5.1)
Then to initialize a sparse matrix, the user ould write a program like the following.



An Old-Fashioned Sparse Solver 151. oordmat A2. A.nrow = number of rows3. A.nol = number of olumns4. A.nnz = number nonzero elements5. for k = 1 to A.nnz6. generate i, j, and aij7. A.rx[k℄ = i; A.x[k℄ = j8. A.val[k℄ = aij9. end for kUnfortunately, the representation (5.1) is good for little other than entering a sparsematrix. For example, there is no onvenient way to pass along a row or down a ol-umn of a sparse matrix so represented. This illustrates an important point about therepresentation of sparse matries: the representation must not only be eonomial instorage, but it must allow the eÆient implementation of whatever operations must beperformed on the matrix. Sine there are many oneivable operations that one mightwant to perform, we are left with the possibility that no one struture an serve torepresent a sparse matrix in all apaities.Fortunately, when it omes to solving symmetri positive de�nite systems we basi-ally want to do two things: ompute a Cholesky fatorization of the matrix in questionand solve sparse triangular systems involving the Cholesky fator. Although the formerwill require that a number of operations in addition to those of Gaussian elimination beperformed on the matrix, it turns out that there is a representation for a symmetri pos-itive de�nite matrix that permits all these operations to be performed with reasonableeÆieny.The idea behind the struture is to store the nonzero elements a linear array (val)in olumn-major order|that is, in a linear array with the nonzero elements of the �rstolumn in their natural order follow by those of the seond olumn, and so on. Beauseof symmetry we need only store the entries of a olumn from the diagonal downward.A parallel array of integers (rx) gives the row index of eah element. To distinguish theolumns, we have another array (olp) pointing to the beginning of eah olumn. Weall this struture paked olumn representation.1. define pmat struture2. int n ! The order of the matrix3. int nnz ! Number of nonzero elements4. int olp[℄ ! Array of start of olumn pointers5. int rx[℄ ! Array of row indies6. real val[℄ ! Array of off-diagonal values7. end struture



16 An Old-Fashioned Sparse SolverTo illustrate the struture onsider the matrix0BBBBBB�4:6 0:0 1:3 0:0 0:0 2:50:0 6:4 1:7 0:0 0:0 3:91:3 1:7 7:3 2:1 0:0 3:10:0 0:0 2:1 6:9 2:8 0:00:0 0:0 0:0 2:8 4:7 0:02:5 3:9 3:1 0:0 0:0 9:9
1CCCCCCA (5.2)The orresponding pmat isn 6nnz 13olp 1 4 7 10 12 13 14rx 1 3 6 2 3 6 3 4 6 4 5 5 6val 4.6 1.3 2.5 6.4 1.7 3.9 7.3 2.1 3.1 6.9 2.8 4.7 9.9 (5.3)Note that olp has n+1 entries, with the last pointing to the nonexistent entryval[nnz+1℄. The reason is that it allows us to loop through the elements of a olumnof A. For example, the following fragment prints the lower half of A by olumns.1. for j=1 to A.n2. for ii=A.olp[j℄ to A.olp[j+1℄-13. print(A.rx[ii℄, j, A.val[ii℄)4. end for ii5. end for j (5.4)When k = n, the loop orretly prints only the value val[nnz℄.At this point we must say something about memory management. Originally, sparsematrix ode was written largely in Fortran 66, and later in Fortran 77. These languageshad no mehanisms for alloating storage. Thus the user had to hard-wire the neessarystorage into the main program and pass it to the various omponents of the solverthrough their argument lists. In order to do this, the user had to know or estimate theamount of memory needed. Nothing ould be done about a bad guess but return withan error ag and let the user reompile the program with a larger amount of storage.At present Fortran 95 and the C family of languages have methods for alloatingstorage, and memory management an be relegated to the sparse solver. However, toalloate memory, the solver needs to know how muh is needed. This is partiularlyimportant in the symboli fatorization step, where we must know the nonzero ountfor L so that the arrays rx and val an be alloated. This problem will be treated inSetion 7.We must also say something about auxiliary arrays. In many of our algorithms wewill need to alloate extra storage to hold intermediate quantities. Suh alloationsusually ome in two sizes: arrays of length n and arrays of length nnz. Sine memory



An Old-Fashioned Sparse Solver 17is limited, any additional arrays will redue the size of the problems we an solve; butlearly an array of length n will do less harm than an array of length nnz. Even here wemust distinguish between arrays of length A.nnz for the original matrix and arrays oflength L.nnz for the Cholesky fator. Owing to �ll-in, the latter will be larger than theformer; hene the alloation of an array of length A.nzz will have relatively less e�et.In our solver, the only auxiliary arrays will be of length n.5.2. Matrix-vetor multipliationWe turn now to two examples of programs that use the pmat data struture. The�rst example is matrix-vetor multipliation. Although we will not atually use thisalgorithm here, it illustrates some important points about manipulating sparse matri-es. Moreover, matrix-vetor multipliation is important in its own right, espeially initerative methods for solving large linear systems.To derive an algorithm we begin with the usual de�nition of the produt y = Ax:yi =Pj �ijxj : (5.5)In a naive implementation of this formula, to ompute yi we must aess the elements�i1; �i2; : : : ; �i;i�1; �ii; �i;i+1 : : : �inof A. But in a pmat, we store only the lower half of A. Hene we must aess theelements �i1; �i2; : : : ; �i;i�1 (5.6)followed by �ii; �i+1;i; : : : ; �ni; (5.7)i.e., we must go aross row i of A until we reah the diagonal and then down olumn i.In a pmat the referenes in (5.7) are easy to do|see (5.4). But it is not lear how toimplement the passage along a row required by (5.6).A ure for this problem is to reinterpret the formula (5.5). If we start with y = 0and if �ij 6= 0, we must update y by adding �ijxj to yi. For i � j, we an do theupdates by traversing the pmat by olumns. But whenever we enounter an nonzeroelement �ij (i > j) in the struture, by symmetry we also have the value of �ji = �ij .Thus at that time we an also update yj by �ijxi, whih takes are of the ase i < j.Algorithm 5.1 implements this strategy. There are three omments to make aboutit.� The diagonal elements must be treated speially, sine they ause only one update.� The inner loop of Mvmult illustrates a onvention we will use in the remainder of thepaper. A double index like ii will refer to a position in the arrays rx and val. The



18 An Old-Fashioned Sparse SolverGiven a pmat A and two vetors x and y, Mvprod omputes y = A*x.1. Mvmult(A, x, y)2. y = 03. for j=1 to A.n4. y[j℄ = y[j℄ + x[j℄*A.val[A.olp[j℄℄5. for ii=A.olp[j℄+1 to A.olp[j+1℄-16. i =A.rx[ii℄7. y[i℄ = y[i℄ + x[j℄*A.val[ii℄8. y[j℄ = y[j℄ + x[i℄*A.val[ii℄9. end for ii10. end for j11. end MvmultAlgorithm 5.1: Computation of y = Axorresponding single index like i = rx[ii℄ will refer to the row index of the elementpointed to by ii.� The number of oating-point additions and multipliations is about nnz. For a fullmatrix the ount is about to n2 whih an be muh greater than nnz. For example,for a grid-graph matrix the operation ount is approximately 4n log2 n [see (2.2)℄. Theratio of the dense ount to the sparse ount is n=4 log2 n. When n = 90;000, this fatoris about 1;367. It pays to take advantage of sparsity!5.3. Traversing a pmat by rowsThe trik used in the matrix-vetor multiply algorithm to avoid aessing a pmat byrows serves its purpose well, but there are times when we atually need the elements ofa row of a sparse matrix. This is not an easy task to perform eÆiently. For example,onsider the following ode to output the values of the nonzero elements in the lowerhalf of a pmat in row order.



An Old-Fashioned Sparse Solver 191. for k=1 to A.n2. for j=1 to k3. for ii=A.olp[j℄ to A.olp[j+1℄-14. i = A.rx[ii℄5. if (i > k) leave ii; fi6. if (i = k) print(i, j, val[ii℄); leave ii; fi7. end for ii8. end for j9. end for k (5.8)
To �nd the nonzero (j,k)-element, if it exists, the ode searhes down olumn j. Thisloop ould be improved by storing the most reent values of ii (one for eah olumn)and restarting the searh from that value when k hanges. But in point of fat, noamount of optimization ould render this ode aeptable. For the �rst two loops implythat the work is at least O(n2). For many sparse matries this is muh greater thanthe work required to fator the matrix. For example, the work required to fator thegrid-graph matrix is O(n 32 ).The problem with (5.8) is that it treats eah row independently. It turns out thatif we take a peek ahead eah time we proess an element in a row, we an aumulateenough information to traverse subsequent rows without searhing. To see this onsiderthe following Wilkinson diagram of lower half of the matrix (5.2):0BBBBBB�XO XX X XO O X XO O O X XX X X O O X

1CCCCCCA (5.9)Here an X represents an element that is presumed to be nonzero, and O an elementthat is exatly zero. Now we an traverse the �rst row immediately, sine we know theposition of �11 in val and rx. As we do, we an learn that the position of �31: it issimply the position of �11 plus 1. We also learn that �21 is zero. This means that wean traverse the seond row. As we do, we learn the position of �32. This means thatwe an traverse the third row, at the same time learning the positions of �43, �61, �62.The following table shows this proess arried to its onlusion.



20 An Old-Fashioned Sparse SolverAfter traversing row we know the positions of0 �11 �22 �33 �44 �55 �661 �22 �31 �33 �44 �55 �662 �31 �32, �33 �44 �55 �663 �43 �44 �55 �61 �62 �664 �54 �55 �61 �62 �63 �665 �61 �62 �63 �66Note that after we have proessed row i we have all the information we need to proessrow i+ 1.We have to deide how to enode this information. We will keep it in an arraylink of length n, whose ontents may be desribed as follows. As suggested above, thetraversal of row i begins with the ith element. Then i1 = link[i℄ is the olumn indexof another element in the row. Similarly, i2 = link[i1℄ loates yet another element.The list ends when for some ip the value of link[ip℄ is zero. A seond array, pos,gives the positions of the elements in the arrays rx and val. This method is feasiblefor two reasons. First, we never need to store more than n links, provided we disardthe links assoiated with a row as it is traversed. Seond, the links for di�erent rowsannot overlap, so that two untraversed rows an live together in link. We will use thislinking tehnique again when we implement symboli fatorization.We will pakage this algorithm in a routine RowTrav that produes elements of thematrix row by row. Eah all to the routine gives a new element. After a row hasbeen proessed, RowTrav returns an end of row indiation to allow the alling odeto take any ation required when passing from one row to the next. A drawbak ofRowTrav that it does not return the elements of a row in their natural order; but inmany appliations|ours in partiular| that is not neessary.More spei�ally, the program has the alling sequene RowTrav(A, i, j, posij).Here is an illustration of how it traverses the lower part of the dmat A row by row.1. i = -12. RowTrav(A, i, j, posij)3. for ix=1 to A.n4. while (RowTrav(A, i, j, posij) != 0)5. proess element (i, j)6. end while7. proess row i8. end for (5.10)
The �rst all, with i negative initializes the routine. Subsequent alls traverse the rowsof A, produing the row subsript i, the olumn subsript j and the position posij ofthe element in the arrays rx and val. The (i,i)-element of row i is produed �rst,but the order of the other elements of the row has no useful pattern. After the ith row



An Old-Fashioned Sparse Solver 21has been traversed, the routine returns a zero as an end-of-row indiation. Under noirumstanes should the user hange the values of i and j while the pmat is beingtraversed.Algorithm 5.2 ontains the ode for RowTrav. Here are some omments.� The best way to see what is going on is to work through a small example|say forthe matrix (5.9)| traking the entries in link and pos as the algorithm proeeds. Aninteresting feature is that the program must squirrel away the next value of j|i.e.,link[j℄|in nextj, sine the value of link[j℄ may hange when link is updated.� RowTrav depends heavily on variables like link, pos, and nextj that must retaintheir values between alls to RowTrav. Suh variables are said to be stati, and mostprogramming languages provide them.� Sine the links have to be updated, the row traversal is more expensive than a straight-forward olumn traversal. However, there is only one update per nonzero element of A,so that the algorithm runs in time proportional to A.nnz.� The algorithm arries a storage overhead of 2n integers for the arrays link and pos.In light of the omments above, this does not appear to be exessive.6. GraphsWe have deided on a numerial algorithm for fatoring a matrix and a data struturefor representing a sparse matrix. Our job now is to bring them together in harmoniouswedlok. It is no easy task.Symboli fatorization is the key. If we know, the struture of L, we an plae thelower half of A in it and implement Algorithm 3.1 using the tehniques developed inthe last setion. But eÆient algorithms for symboli fatorization require onsiderablemathematial support, whih is ustomarily ouhed in the language of graph theory.This setion is devoted to a review of the fundamentals. The next setion will treata partiular graph assoiated with a sparse matrix|the elimination tree. These twosetions are the heaviest going in this paper. But don't despair. When you emerge fromthem you will have arrived at the point where you an read muh of the sparse matrixliterature on your own.An undireted graph onsists of a set of nodes (also alled verties) and a set of edgesonneting the nodes. The graph G(A) of a symmetri matrix A of order n has nodesf1; 2; : : : ; ng (whih may onveniently be identi�ed with the diagonals of A). The setof edges is the set of pairs fi; jg for whih i 6= j and �ij 6= 0. Traditionally, an edgeis represented by drawing a line between the two nodes. For example, the matrix (5.2)



22 An Old-Fashioned Sparse Solver
RowTrav traverses rowwise the lower part of a pmat as shown in (5.10).1. RowTrav(A, i, j, posij)2. if (i < 0)! Initialize.3. link[1:A.n℄ = 04. pos[1:A.n℄ = 05. j = 0; i = 06. return j7. end if8. if (j = 0)! Set up for row i.9. i = i+1; j = i10. posij = A.olp[i℄11. else! Get the next element of row i.12. j = nextj;13. if (j = 0) return j; fi ! End of row14. posij = pos[j℄15. end if16. nextj = link[j℄17. link[j℄ = 018. nextdown = posij + 119. if (nextdown < A.olp[j+1℄)! There is an element in olumn j. Link it up.20. pos[j℄ = nextdown21. id = rx[nextdown℄22. link[j℄ = link[id℄23. link[id℄ = j;24. end25. return j Algorithm 5.2: Row traversal



An Old-Fashioned Sparse Solver 23has a struture desribed by the following Wilkinson diagram:0BBBBBB�X O X O O XO X X O O XX X X X O XO O X X X OO O O X X OX X X O O X
1CCCCCCA : (6.1)(Here an X stands for an element presumed to be nonzero a O stands for a zero element.)The graph of this matrix is

1 2 3 4 5 6 (6.2)It is a useful exerise to onvine yourself that the graph of a grid-graph matrix lookslike the grid in Figure 2.1.In addition to our symmetri positive de�nite matrix A, we will be interested in agraph assoiated with its Cholesky fator L. Now L is not a symmetri matrix; butL+LT is, and from that matrix we an form a graph. For brevity we will abuse notationand write G(L) for G(L+LT). The graph G(A) an be regarded as a subgraph of G(L)by the expedient of dropping all the edges in G(L) that are not in G(A). These edgesorrespond to �lled-in elements.Changing the numbering of the nodes in the graph of a matrix a�ets the strutureof the matrix. Spei�ally, let p1; p2; : : : ; pn be a permutation of the integers 1; 2; : : : ; n.We an get a new graph from from G(A) by the following proedure. If fpi; pjg is anedge of G(A) replae it by fi; jg. This graph has exatly the same struture as theoriginal graph sine all we have done is move around the numbers of the nodes. Forexample, under the permutationp1 = 3 p2 = 5 p3 = 6 p4 = 1 p5 = 4 p6 = 2the graph (6.2) beomes
34 56 1 2



24 An Old-Fashioned Sparse SolverHowever, the Wilkinson diagram of the orresponding matrix is0BBBBBB�X O X X X XO X O O X OX O X X O XX O X X O OX X O O X OX X X O O X
1CCCCCCA : (6.3)We have already observed that reordering a matrix will hange the �ll-in in itsCholesky fator. The matries (6.1) and (6.3) are examples of this. The Choleskyfator of (6.3) �lls in ompletely after two elimination steps, leaving only four zeroelements. On the other hand, the fator of (6.1) has �ll in at only �64 and �65, leavingsix zero elements. Graphs are espeially well-suited for �nding orderings that redue�ll-in, sine renumbering nodes is easier than manipulating the struture of the originalmatrix.A path in an undireted graph is a sequene of nodes i1; i2; : : : ; ik suh that ij isonneted to ij+1 by an edge. If there is a path between i and j, we say that i and jare onneted. A subset of a graph is said to be onneted if all its nodes are onneted.By onvention, eah node in a graph is onneted to itself. Transitions in a reetiondiagram, like the transition from k3 to k1 in Figure 4.1, are paths in the graph of thematrix in question.The property of being onneted is an equivalene relation between nodes, andhene the nodes of any graph an be partitioned into disjoint, onneted sets thatare not onneted to one another. They are alled the onneted omponents of thegraph. When the graph is assoiated with a matrix, this partition has an importantinterpretation. Suppose, for example, that G(A) has two onneted omponents C1 andC2. Suppose further that C1 hasm nodes, and renumber the nodes of G(A) so that nodes1; 2; : : : ;m belong to C1. Then the matrix orresponding to the renumbered graph hasthe form �A11 00 A22� :Thus the matrix redues to a blok diagonal form.In appliations, this means that the sparse system deomposes into two unonnetedsystems that an be treated separately. For this reason, sparse matrix solvers often tryto �nd the onneted omponents of G(A) as part of the ordering step. We will assumethat this has been done and that G(A) is onneted. In this ase, we also say that thematrix A is irreduible. Throughout the remainder of this paper we will assume that Ais irreduible.A yle is a path i1; i2; : : : ; in�1; i1 in whih the nodes i1; : : : ; in�1 are distint. Inother words, a yle is a nontrivial path that starts and ends at the same node without



An Old-Fashioned Sparse Solver 25interseting itself. A graph without yles is said to be ayli. A onneted ayligraph is alled a tree. Given a tree, we an hoose any node as a root of the tree. Sinethe graph is onneted, there is a path from the root to any other node, and beausethe graph is ayli this path is unique. Paths in a tree annot be extended inde�nitely,and their terminal nodes are alled leaves of the tree. Paradoxially, trees are usuallydrawn upside down with the root at the top. For an example see Figure 8.1. Trees anbe desribed by a very simple data struture. Let T be a tree, and let the node r be itsroot. Let i be a node. Then, as noted above, there is a unique path r; j1; : : : ; jk; i fromr to i. We will all the node jk the parent of i and write jk = parent(i). The parentrelation uniquely determines the tree. More generally a parent relation spei�es a graphwhose edges are fi;parent(i)g; however, this graph need not be a tree. The followingresult gives onditions under whih a parent relation produes a tree.Let a parent relation de�ned on the nodes 1; 2; : : : ; n have following prop-erties.1. The node n does not have a parent.2. For i 6= n, parent(i) > i.Then the graph T whose edges are fi;parent(i)g (i = 1; : : : ; n�1) is atree with root n. (6.4)
To see this, we must show that T is onneted and ayli. To show the former,we will show that all the nodes are onneted to n. Let i 6= n be a node in T . Thenthe sequene parent(i);parent[parent(i)℄; : : : is stritly inreasing and bound by n. Itfollows that it must terminate with the integer n.To show that T is ayli, suppose there is a yle in T , and let i be the smallestnode in the yle. Then i must be onneted to two distint nodes j > i and k > i. Butthen j and k must both be parents of i. The ontradition establishes the result.The term \parent" suggests a natural nomenlature for expressing relations amongthe elements of a tree. If k is the parent of j, we all j a hild of k. If j < k and thereis a path from j to k we say that k is an anestor of j and j is a desendent of k. Wewill use this nomenlature freely in what follows.7. The Elimination TreeIn Setion 3.3 we derived the following relation for the struture of the kth olumn ofthe Cholesky fator L: str(`(k)k ) = str(a(k)k ) [ k�1[j=1�kj 6=0 str(`(k)j ):



26 An Old-Fashioned Sparse SolverAlthough the union over j has too many terms to make this formula suitable for asymboli fatorization algorithm, we suggested that it might possible to prune termsfrom union. The devie for doing this is a tree alled the elimination tree. Not onlywill the elimination tree lead naturally to a symboli fatorization algorithm, but it willprovide us with an algorithm for determining the number of nonzero elements in L.7.1. De�nition and basi propertiesThere seems to be no good way of motivating the de�nition of the elimination tree.Instead we simply de�ne it to be the tree generated by the following parent relation:parent(k) = minfj > k : �jk 6= 0g:Otherwise put, if we take the Cholesky fator L and retain only the �rst element belowthe subdiagonal in eah olumn, then the graph of the resulting matrix is the eliminationtree.This onstrution assumes that eah olumn of L has a subdiagonal element, inwhih ase (6.4) implies that the parent relation de�nes a tree. However, it is not trivialto show that the neessary subdiagonal elements exist. We begin with the followingtehnial result.Let j > k. If there is a path k; k1; : : : ; kp; j from k to j in G(L) withk1; : : : ; kp < k, then �jk 6= 0 (7.1)We will use reetion diagrams of L to prove this assertion. We �rst show that wean assume that k1 > : : : > kp|i.e., that we move bakward in the reetion diagramuntil very last. Suppose to the ontrary that there are forward jumps, and onsider the�rst one. If it is the very �rst jump from k to k1, we must have k1 = j and �jk 6= 0.Thus we an assume the �rst forward jump is preeded by a bakward jump.The two reetion diagrams in Figure 7.1 illustrates what an happen. In diagram Awe baktrak along ab and then move forward along de. However that transitionshows that there must be a nonzero at f. Hene we an get from a to e by the transitionafe, whih is bakward. Thus we an eliminate the forward jump from the path. Thisalso inludes the degenerate ase where a = e and the bakward and forward jumpssimply anel one another.Consider now the diagram B. Here the net jump ab and de is forward. However,the presene of f shows that it an be replaed by the smaller forward jump afe. If weontinue this proess (note the preeding bakward jump hanges with eah step), oneof two things must happen.1. We �nd ourselves in ase A and an eliminate the forward jump.
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An Old-Fashioned Sparse Solver 297.2. Construting the elimination treeAlthough we have de�ned elimination trees and shown them to exist, we have not shownhow to onstrut them. In this subsetion we will remedy this de�ieny and in theproess obtain a ount of the number of nonzero elements in the Cholesky fator L|aount we will need to implement the symboli fatorization.We �rst observe that if we an build up the struture of L row by row in its naturalorder, we an determine the parent relation that de�nes the elimination tree. Spei�-ally, we an initialize an array parent of length to zero. Now for eah index j, parent(j)is the row index i of the �rst nonzero element of L below �jj. Thus when we �nd anonzero element �ij in the ourse of traversing row i, we hek parent(j) to see if thelatter is nonzero. If it is then we have already determined its value while traversing aprevious row. If not, we an set parent(j)=i. At the end of the proess we have theelimination tree of L.On the other hand, if we know the parent relation we an determine the struture ofany row. Spei�ally, onsider the reetion diagram in Figure 4.1. Here �i;k1 6= 0 and�i;k3 is an �-preursor of �i;k1 . But by (7.2), k3 2 T [k2℄ and k2 2 T [k1℄. Consequentlywe an �nd k1|the olumn index of �i;k1 |by starting at k1|a row index of an �-preursor of �i;k1 |and using the parent relation to move up the elimination tree tok1. Sine every nonzero element in row i has an �-preursor, we an determine therow struture of the ith row of L by following the elimination tree up from the nonzeroelements of row i of A.At this point it looks like we have a viious irle. If we know the row struture, wean ompute the elimination tree; if we know the elimination tree we an ompute therow struture. But where to start? Surprisingly, we an start with the struture of the�rst row, whih we know, and build up both the elimination tree and the row struturesimultaneously.Spei�ally, suppose we have determined the row strutures of rows 1; : : : ; i�1 andhave determined the parent relation insofar as is possible with this information. We willsay that an index j < i is untouhed if1. it is not known whether j belongs to the struture of row i or2. it belongs to the struture of row i but the parent relation as so far determineddoes not de�ne a path from j to i.Before we start searhing the ith row, we mark the indies 1; : : : ; i as untouhed.Let �ij be an element of row i of A. We now use the parent relation to move fromj up the elimination tree. Eventually one of two things must happen.1. As we move up the tree, we enounter a node we have previously touhed. Thisase is illustrated by the reetion diagram in Figure 7.4, in whih j2 is the
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j

j1

j2

ia b cFigure 7.4: Searhing a rowtouhed node. Sine a and b are nonzero, j and j1 are in the struture of rowi. Moreover, sine j2 is touhed, there is a path from j2 to i. Thus j and j1beome touhed.2. We reah a node whose parent has not yet been de�ned. This ase is againillustrated by the diagram in Figure 7.4, where it is now assumed that j2 has noparent. But sine we have already searh the proeeding rows, there an be noelement of L between  and j2, so that i is the parent of j2. Thus j, j1, and j2beome touhed, and we have added parent(j2)=i to the parent relation.Sine every element of row i of L has an �-preursor and we start searhing at everyelement of A in row i the result is the omplete row struture of row i and an updatedparent relation.There is one tehnial point that we must dispose of before we an write down ode.A natural way of indiating if an node has been touhed is to initialize an array touhedof length n to zero and set touhed[j℄ to one when node j has been touhed. Thisworks well enough row by row. But when we �nish a row and go on to the next, wemust reinitialize the array touhed. If this is done for all n rows, the result is an O(n2)algorithm, whih is forbidden [see the omments after (5.8)℄. The ure to the problemis to set touhed[j℄ to i when we reah node j in the searh of row i. At the startof the searh all omponents of touhed are stritly less than i, so that this proeduremarks the touhed elements without any reinitialization whatsoever.Algorithm 7.1 ontains a routine to onstrut the elimination tree of a pmat andount the nonzeros in its Cholesky fator. The routine uses RowTrav (Algorithm 5.2)to produe elements from the rows of A. Etgen requires 4n units of auxiliary storagefor the arrays parent and touhed as well and the arrays link and pos in RowTrav
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Given a pmat A, Etgen returns the parent struture of its elimination tree and the thenonzero ount nnz for its Cholesky fator.1. Etgen(parent, nnz)! Initialize.2. nnz = 03. touhed[1:A.n℄ = 04. parent[1:A.n℄ = 0! Traverse the rows of A.5. i = -16. RowTrav(A, i, j, posij)7. for ix=1 to A.n8. while (RowTrav(A, i, j, posij) != 0)9. if (i = j)! Proess diagonal element.10. nnz = nnz + 111. touhed[j℄ = i12. else! Off diagonal element. Searh the tree.13. js = j14. while (touhed[js℄ != i)15. touhed[js℄ = i16. nnz = nnz + 117. if (parent[js℄ = 0)18. parent[js℄ = i19. leave while20. end if21. js = parent[js℄22. end while23. end if24. end while25. end while26. end EtgenAlgorithm 7.1: Construting an elimination tree



32 An Old-Fashioned Sparse Solver(Algorithm 5.2). Sine we have taken are to minimize retouhing, the algorithm runsin time proportional to the nonzero ount of the Cholesky fator. (To see this, note thatthe eah iteration in the while loop beginning at statement 8 inreases nnz by one.)8. Symboli FatorizationNow that we have a nonzero ount for L, we an alloate storage for the symboli fa-torization. To omplete the fatorization we need to be able to determine the strutureof the olumns of L. We now turn to that task.8.1. The olumn struture of LWe have already observed (twie) that the formulastr(`(k)k ) = str(a(k)k ) [ k�1[j=1�kj 6=0 str(`(k)j ): (8.1)is not suitable for determining the struture of `(k)k beause the union of j in generalhas too many terms. To prune the range of the union, we begin by observing that if jis a hild of k in the elimination tree, then str(`(k)j ) � str(`(k)k ). This fat follows fromthe fat that �kj 6= 0, so that `(k)j is in the union (8.1). This implies that:If j is a desendent of k in the elimination tree, then str(`(k)j ) � str(`(k)k ). (8.2)Now note that by (7.2) all the terms of the union (8.1) have indies in T [k℄. Considerolumn k of L and assume that j is one of its hildren. Then str(`(k)j ) is in the union(8.1). Moreover, by (8.2) olumns with index i 2 T [j℄ with i < j an be omitted from theunion. Thus all nodes in T [k℄ that are desendents of a hild of k an be pruned, and weare left with only the struture of a(k)k and the strutures of the olumns orrespondingto the hildren of k. Henestr(`(k)k ) = str(a(k)k ) [ n[j=1j a hild of k str(`(k)j ): (8.3)We have thus redued the set of olumns of L that we must merge from those for whih�kj 6= 0 to those for whih j is a hild of k in the elimination tree. In general, the latterset is far smaller than the former.A simple example may make this point learer. Consider the node 11 in the elimi-nation tree in Figure 8.1. The union in (8.1) may range over as many as all the nodes
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4Figure 8.1: An elimination tree1 through 10. But by (8.2), the olumn strutures of nodes 1, 5, and 6 are a subset ofthat of 9, and the olumn strutures of the nodes 2, 3, 4, 7, and 8 are subsets of thethat of 10. Thus we an prune the strutures of olumns 1{8 from the union.A diÆulty with this approah is that we need to know the hildren of the nodes ofthe elimination tree. Although we have shown how to ompute the parent relation thatde�nes the tree, it is not of muh help in �nding hildren. (Strange parents that don'tknow their own hildren!) It turns out, however, that we an ompute the hildren aswe ompute the struture of L. Spei�ally, suppose we have omputed the strutureof `(k)k , so we an �nd the �rst nonzero element below the diagonal of `(k)k |all it �jk.Then k is a hild of j. If we store this information, by the time the proess reahesolumn j we will have a list of all the hildren of j.8.2. ImplementationHaving the haraterization (8.3) of the strutures of the olumns of L, we are nowready to implement the symboli fatorization phase of our old-fashioned solver. Wehave �ve problems to takle.1. How do we represent the matrix L?2. How do we determine the storage needed to represent L?3. How an we keep trak of the hildren of a node?



34 An Old-Fashioned Sparse Solver4. How an we merge the sets in (8.3)? The problem here is to keep the row indiesin order.5. Having omputed the struture of the kth olumn of L, how do we update thestruture?The representation of the matrix L is simple. We an put it in a pmat L. Theomponents of the struture will have slightly di�erent meanings|e.g., L.olp(k)points to the �rst nonzero entry in the kth olumn|but that auses no problems. Wehave already done something like this in referring to the graph G(L+ LT) as G(L).The seond problem stems from the fat that we must alloate storage to ontainthe arrays val and rx in the pmat struture. The length of these arrays is nnz|thenumber of nonzero elements in L| whih is initially unknown. Fortunately, we anuse Etgen (Algorithm 7.1) to ompute nnz. The auxiliary storage required for Etgen isproportional to the order of the original matrix, whih is known at the outset.There is an elegant way of keeping trak of the hildren. We reate an array bs(for baby sitter) of length n and initialize it to zero. When we �nd a hild of, say,node j we put its number in bs[j℄. If we �nd another hild, we plae it in bs[bs[j℄℄,and so on. After we have omputed the struture of olumn j, we zero out the or-responding omponents of bs. Note that if j has, say, two hildren then the ontentsof bs[bs[bs[j℄℄℄ will always be zero, beause node bs[bs[j℄℄, being a hild of j,will have already been proessed. Thus when we enounter a zero omponent in thesequene bs[j℄, bs[bs[j℄℄, . . . , we will have proessed all the hildren of j.By way of illustration, Figure 8.2 exhibits the ontents of the baby-sitter array aswe proeed through the tree in Figure 8.1. The number to the side in a row is the nodethat has just been proessed. The number at the top is the position in the baby-sitterarray.The merging problem arises from the fat that the olumns strutures of the hildrenof a node will not all be the same. For example, if the olumn struture of node j1is f4; 7; 9g and that of j2 is f5; 7; 10g, then we must merge these strutures to getf4; 7; 9; 10g. A natural way to proeed is to initialize and array of n integers to zero.When we enounter a new element of the struture, we set the orresponding entry ofthe array to one. The trouble with this approah is that at the end of determiningthe struture of olumn k, we must searh entries k; : : : ; n of the array to reover thestruture. Repeated n times, this gives an O(n2) algorithm.The alternative we will use also requires an auxiliary array, ma (for merge array), oflength n. Its use is best seen through an example. Suppose that we are aumulatingthe struture of olumn 3, of a matrix of order 10, and suppose the urrent state of thestruture set is f3; 5; 6; 9g. Then the merge array ontains the following entries.11 11 5 11 6 9 11 11 11 11



An Old-Fashioned Sparse Solver 351 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 121 : 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 02 : 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 03 : 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 3 0 0 0 04 : 0 0 4 0 1 0 2 3 0 0 0 05 : 0 0 4 0 0 0 2 3 5 0 0 06 : 0 0 4 0 6 0 2 3 5 0 0 07 : 0 0 4 0 6 0 0 3 5 7 0 08 : 0 0 0 0 6 0 8 0 5 7 0 09 : 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 7 9 010 : 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 9 011 : 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1112 : 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Figure 8.2: A baby-sitter arrayThus the �rst element of the struture is 3 (the number of the olumn under onsider-ation), the seond element is ma[3℄ = 5, the third is ma[5℄ = 6, and so on. Note thatunused members of ma are set to n+1, so that if m[i℄=n+1 we are at the end of the mergelist.To keep things simple, we will assume that we have at hand a routineMerge(B, j, k, ma)that merges the struture of olumn j of B into the urrent struture for olumn k. Wewill later give ode for Merge.The problem of �lling in the olumns of the pmat for L is relatively simple, butagain for onveniene we relegate this omputation to a funtionMakeol(k, ma, L)that takes the output of Merg and transfers it to the kth olumn of the pmat L. Thisroutine also reinitializes the merge array.Algorithm 8.1 performs symboli fatorization. It is relatively straightforward. Ituses Merge to initialize ma to the kth olumn of A, after whih it folds in the struturesof the hildren of node k. It then generates the kth olumn of L from ma and uses itto update the baby sitter. The loop beginning with statement 11 is the heart of thealgorithm. Sine a hild an have only one parent, the all to Merge is exeuted onlyn-1 times.Algorithm 8.2, merges olumn strutures. It depends on the fats that the strutureof olumn k starts at k, that the row indies from olumn j of B are stritly inreasing,
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Symbolfa omputes the symboli fatorization of the matrix in the pmat A and plaesit in the pmat L, whih is assumed to be suitably initialized.1. Symbolfa(A, L)2. pmat A, L3. int bs[n℄, ma[n℄! Initialize.4. for i=1 to n5. bs[i℄ = 06. ma[i℄ = A.n + 17. end for i! Main loop on olumns of A.8. for k=1 to n! Compute the struture of the kth olumn.9. Merge(A, k, k, ma)10. j = bs[k℄11. while (j != 0)12. Merge(L, j, k, ma)13. jt = bs[j℄; bs[j℄ = 0; j = jt14. end! Set up the kth olumn of L.15. Makekol(k, ma, L)! Update the baby sitter.16. if (k != n)17. j = L.rx[L.olp[k℄ + 1℄ ! j is the parent of k18. while (j != 0) jt = j; j = bs[j℄; end19. bs[jt℄ = k20. end if21. end for k22. end SymbolfaAlgorithm 8.1: Symboli fatorization
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Merge merges the struture of the jth olumn of B into the urrent struture of olumnk as represented by ma.1. Merge(B, j, k, ma)2. m = k! Loop over elements in olumn j of B.3. for ii=B.olp[j℄+2 to B.olp[j+1℄-14. i = B.rx[ii℄! Searh for m and m1 with m < i <= m1.5. m1 = m6. while (i > m1)7. m = m1;8. m1 = ma[m℄9. end while10. if (i != m1)! Insert i in ma.11. ma[m℄ = i12. ma[i℄ = m113. end if14. m = i15. end for ii16. end Merge Algorithm 8.2: Merging strutures



38 An Old-Fashioned Sparse SolverMakeol takes the struture for olumn k ontained in ma and transfers it to the ktholumn of the pmat L. It also reinitializes the merge array ma.1. Makeol(k, ma, L)2. if (k = 1) L.olp[1℄ = 1; fi3. ii = L.olp[k℄4. m = k5. while (m < L.n+1)6. L.rx[ii℄ = m7. ii = ii + 18. mt = ma[m℄9. ma[m℄ = L.n+110. m = mt11. end while12. L.olp[k+1℄ = ii13. end MakeolAlgorithm 8.3: Generate a olumn of Land that the unused parts of ma are set to n+1. By initializing m to k and resetting it toi = B.rx[ii℄ after element i has been proessed, we an be assured that at statement 6we have m < i. Thus we have a starting point to searh for a braket [m,m1℄ satisfyingm < i <= ma[m℄ = m1.One this braket has been established, we an easily inorporate i into ma. The fatthat the unused parts of ma are set to n+1 makes the algorithm work when we areappending an element to the end of the list.The merging starts with the third element in olumn j. The reason is that the �rstelement is the jth, whih annot be in the struture of olumn k, sine j<k. The seondelement of olumn j has the row index k, sine j is a hild of k, and therefore j wasentered into the struture of olumn k when the kth olumn of A was proessed.At worst any all to merge involves passing through the number of elements in k,and merge must be alled for eah hild of k. if CMAX is the maximum number ofhildren any node has, then total time spent merging will be bounded by CMAX*L.nnz.In pratie, nodes in an elimination tree are an infertile lot and tend to have only oneor two hildren.Algorithm 8.3 takes the merge array and generates a olumn of L. Essentially ittraverses the array ma and transfers the row indexes to L.rx. The reinitialization ofthe merge array ma illustrates a point about the eonomis of sparse elimination|one



An Old-Fashioned Sparse Solver 39that we have already enountered in onnetion with the generation of the eliminationtree. In the program Symbolfa we initialized the array ma in statement 6, and it wouldseem more natural to reinitialize it by moving the initialization inside the loop on k.However, that would result in O(n2) operations, whih we have seen is unaeptable.On the other hand, Makeol only reinitializes the omponents of ma that have atuallybeen hanged, so that the total work in maintaining ma is proportional to the numberof nonzero elements of L.9. The Numerial CodaThe objet of the long development above is to put us in a position where we an solvethe sparse system Ax = b. As we have seen earlier we an do this by omputing theCholesky fator L of A and solving the systems Ly = b and LTx = y. Beause we havepredetermined the struture of L, the numerial fatorization and triangular solves aresomething of an antilimax|a straightforward translation of standard algorithms intothe language of pmats. We will begin with the fatorization.9.1. Numerial fatorizationThe numerial fatorization is an implementation of the algorithm Colhol (Algo-rithm 3.1). It heart is the omputation of the suma(k)k � k�1Xj=1�jk 6=0 �kj`(k)j ;where a(k)k = A[k:n; k℄ and `(k)j = L[k:n; j℄. There are two problems assoiated with thisomputation.The �rst problem is how to loate the olumns j for whih �kj 6= 0. But theseolumns orrespond to the nonzero elements in row k of L. Thus we an loate themusing the routine RowTrav (Algorithm 5.2). In fat RowTrav will turn out to be thedriver of our algorithm.The seond problem is where to aumulate the sum. One possibility is to aumu-late it in the kth olumn of the pmat L. This an ertainly be done, but the indexingis ompliated, sine `(k)j will generally have fewer nonzeros that `(k)k . An alternative, isto use an aumulator array aum of length n. We zero out the omponents of aumorresponding to the nonzero elements of `(k)k and then load the nonzero omponents ofa(k)k into their natural positions. After the sum has been aumulated in the array, it ismodi�ed to give the kth olumn of L and returned to the kth olumn of the pmat.Algorithm 9.1 performs the numerial fatorization. Note the nie way RowTrav
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Numfa overwrites the pmat L with the Cholesky fator of A.1. Numfa(A, L)2. k = -13. RowTrav(L, k, j, poskj)4. for kx = 1 to L.n ! Proess olumn k5. while (RowTrav(L, k, j, poskj) != 0)6. if (j = k) ! Initialize aum.7. for ii=L.olp[k℄ to L.olp[k+1℄-18. aum[L.rx[ii℄℄ = 09. end for ii10. for ii=A.olp[k℄ to A.olp[k+1℄-111. aum[A.rx[ii℄℄ = A.val[ii℄12. end for ii13. else ! Subtrat L[k:n,j℄ from L[k:n,k℄14. Lkj = L.val[poskj℄;15. for ii=poskj to L.olp[j+1℄-116. i = L.rx[ii℄;17. aum[i℄ = aum[i℄ - Lkj*L.val[ii℄18. end for ii19. end if20. end whileMove L[k:n,k℄ from aum to L, adjusting its omponents.21. for ii=L.olp[k℄ to L.olp[j+1℄-122. i = L.rx[ii℄23. if (i = k)24. L.val[ii℄ = sqrt(aum[i℄)25. Lkkinv = 1/L.val[ii℄26. else27. L.val[ii℄ = Lkkinv*aum[i℄28. end if29. end for ii30. end for kx31. end NumfaAlgorithm 9.1: Numerial fatorization



An Old-Fashioned Sparse Solver 41supports the algorithm. The �rst element it returns in row k is the kth, whih is justwhat we need to initialize aum. Moreover, when we get the jth element, poskj pointsto the top of the vetor `(k)j .There are four omments to be made about this algorithm.� The use of an aumulator has the disadvantage that referenes are spread outunsystematially aross an array of memory onsisting of n words. Suh referenesare known to redue ahe performane| i.e., to slow the rate at whih items are readfrom or written to memory. If we perform the elimination within the pmat L, thereferenes are less separated in memory, whih improves ahe performane at the ostof additional indexing.� The only part of the array aum that needs to be initialized at eah stage are theomponents orresponding to the nonzeros of `(k)k . Thus the initialization osts areproportional to L.nnz.� The elements of A are automatially transferred to L in the proess of initializingaum.� In some appliations we must repeatedly solve systems of the same struture butwith di�erent numerial values. Beause the Cholesky fators will also have a ommonstruture, we an reuse L when we perform the numerial fatorizations.9.2. Triangular solvesAs we have seen earlier, we an solve the system Ax = b by solving the two systemsLy = b and LTx = y. We will now show how to solve these systems when L is representedby a pmat.Sine in a pmat olumn traversals are more eÆient that row traversals, we shoulduse a olumn oriented algorithm to solve the system Ly = x. We an derive one asfollows. Partition the system in the form�� 0` L̂���̂y� = ��̂b� :Then from the �rst row of the partition, we get�� = �;from whih we �nd � = �=�:From the seond row, we get �`+ L̂ŷ = b̂;



42 An Old-Fashioned Sparse SolverLet the lower triangular matrix L be ontained in the pmat L and let b be ontainedin an array b. Lsolve overwrites b with the solution of the system Ly = b.1. Lsolve(L, b)2. for j=1 to L.n3. b[j℄ = b[j℄/L.val[L.olp[j℄℄4. for ii=L.olp[j℄+1 to L.olp[j+1℄-15. i = L.rx[ii℄6. b[i℄ = b[i℄ - b[j℄*L.val[ii℄7. end for ii8. end for j9. end Ltsolve Algorithm 9.2: Solution of Ly = bfrom whih we �nd L̂ŷ = b� �`:This is a linear system of order one less than the original, whih an be solved by areursive appliation of the above proess.All this leads to the following algorithm.1. y = b2. For j=1 to n3. y[j℄ = b[j℄/L[j,j℄4. for i=j+1 to n5. y[i℄ = y[i℄ - y[j℄*L[i,j℄6. end for i7. end for j (9.1)The algorithm destroys the original right-hand side b, whih in many appliations is notneeded. In fat, we an arrange for the algorithm to overwrite b with the solution y byreplaing all referenes to y with referenes to b.Algorithm 9.2 overwrites b with the solution of Ly = b. It is a straightforwardimplementation of (9.1) for a pmat L. Note that it touhes eah nonzero element of Lonly one. Hene it runs in time proportional to L.nnz.Turning now to the solution of LTx = b, we �rst note that if we set U = LT, then Uis upper triangular. Sine the olumns of L orrespond to the rows of U , we must now�nd a row oriented algorithm for solving Ux = b.The algorithm, whih is the lassial bak-substitution algorithm taught in onne-tion with Gaussian elimination, an be derived as follows. Partition the system Ux = b



An Old-Fashioned Sparse Solver 43as follows. �� uT0 Û ���̂x� = ��̂b� :Then from the last row we have Û x̂ = b̂and from the �rst row �� = uTx̂Thus if we have already solved for x̂ (by a reursive appliation of our algorithm), wean solve for � in the form � = ��1uTx̂:The following algorithm, in whih x overwrites b, implements this sheme.1. for i=n to 1 by -12. for j=i+1 to n3. b[i℄ = b[i℄ - b[j℄*U[i,j℄4. end for j5. b[i℄ = b[i℄/U[i,i℄6. end for iWhen we write the algorithm in terms of L, we get1. for j=n to 1 by -12. for i=j+1 to n3. b[j℄ = b[j℄ - b[i℄*L[i,j℄4. end for i5. b[j℄ = b[j℄/L[j,j℄6. end for jAlgorithm 9.3 overwrites b with the solution of LTx = b. Like its ounterpart forLy = b, it runs in time proportional to L.nnz.10. Bak to the futureWe have ompleted the onstrution of our old-fashioned sparse solver. It is not a toy.Around 1975, highly skilled researhers were working hard to perfet a solver like ours.But neither is it a state-of-the-art, twenty-�rst entury solver. To give you a feel forwhat ame after, we will look at two ideas that have played an inreasingly importantrole in sparse matrix tehnology: supernodes and multifrontal elimination.Both these ideas address a problem that we have mentioned in onnetion with Algo-rithm 9.1 for numerial fatorization: namely referenes to elements in the aumulator



44 An Old-Fashioned Sparse SolverLet the lower triangular matrix L be ontained in the pmat L and let b be ontainedin an array b. Ltsolve overwrites b with the solution of the system LTx = b.1. Ltsolve(L, b)2. for j=n to 1 by -13. for ii = L.olp[j℄+1 to L.olp[j+1℄-14. i = L.rx[ii℄5. b[j℄ = b[j℄ - b[i℄*L.val[ii℄6. end for ii7. b[j℄ = b[j℄/L.val[L.olp[j℄℄8. end for j9. end Ltsolve Algorithm 9.3: Solution of LTx = bjump around irregularly over n memory loations. This not only an slow down memoryaess, but it also makes it diÆult to vetorize the omputations. Both approahesmitigate this problem by onentrating at least some of the memory referenes into aompat, fully utilized region of memory.The purpose of this setion is to sketh in outline, and we will not present things indetail as in the earlier setions. If you like, look on the statements here as postgraduateexerises, where you have the opportunity to test your mastery of the subjet.10.1. SupernodesA supernode is a maximal sequene of onseutive of olumn indies of L, whose olumnshave essentially the same struture. Spei�ally, the sequene s; : : : ; s+t�1 form asupernode if str(`s) = str(`s+t�1)[fs; s+1; : : : ; s+t�2g:Sine s; : : : ; s+t�1 are in the struture of `s, the the lower triangle of the matrix L(s:s+t�1; s:s+t�1) must be full. Moreover, the struture of the olumns below this triangle|i.e., olumns L(s+t:n; j) (j = s; : : : ; s+t�1)|must have the same struture. Thestruture of a supernode is illustrated in Figure 10.1. It might be thought that thesupernode struture is so speial that it is unlikely to arise in pratie. On the ontrary,many problems give rise to matries with a rih supply of supernodes.In our paked olumn representation, all the nonzero elements of a supernode endup stored olumnwise in the ontiguous region of memory from L.val(L.olp(s)) toL.val(L.olp(s+t)-1). This has an important impliation for the numerial fator-ization phase of our old-fashioned solver. Suppose that the olumns of a supernode have



An Old-Fashioned Sparse Solver 45X O O OX X O OX X X OX X X XO O O OO O O OO O O OX X X XX X X XO O O OX X X XX X X XX X X XFigure 10.1: A typial supernodebeen generated, and they need to be used to generate a subsequent olumn. Ordinarily,a multiple eah olumn of the supernode would be subtrated from the aumulator inAlgorithm 9.1. But alternatively, we an ompute the sum of eah ontribution diretlyfrom the array array L.val, whih an be done quite eÆiently beause of the supernodestruture. This sum an then be added into the aumulator as usual.A less signi�ant savings must be had when the supernode itself must be fatored.Namely, one an apply olumns 1; : : : ; s�1 to all the olumns of the supernode in theusual way, and the fatorization an be ompleted in the array L.val.There are many appliations of supernodes that annot be illustrated by our old-fashioned solver. For example, they an be used to redue e�etive size of the graph ofL. This is done by regarding the set fs; : : : ; s+t�1g as a single node (whene the namesupernode) and adjusting the edges so that any edge involving one of the nodes, is nowassoiated with the supernode. This trik an save onsiderable time in manipulationswith the graph of L.Supernodes an be alulated diretly from the paked olumn struture of L. Infat, one only needs to know the number �(j) of nonzero elements in olumn j of L.Spei�ally, fs; : : : ; s+t�1g is a supernode if and only if it is a maximal set of nodessuh that s+i�1 is a hild of s+i in the elimination tree and�(s) = �(s+t�1) + t� 1: (10.1)However, there are other ways of deteting supernodes, and whih one is most suitablewill depend on the details of the solver.



46 An Old-Fashioned Sparse Solver10.2. The multifrontal methodWe will introdue the multifrontal method by onsidering the lassial Gaussian elimi-nation algorithm skethed Setion 3.1. The matries in this method are assoiated withrows of A and L, and will be onvenient to extend our previous notation. Reall thatwe used `(k)j to represent the part of the jth olumn of L extending from �jk down-ward| i.e., L(k:n; j). In what follows we use the supersript (k) for the part of a vetorassoiated with rows k through n, or the trailing prinipal submatrix of a matrix thatbegins with its (k; k)-element.Let the equation A = LLT be partitioned in the form �11 a(2)T1a(2)1 A(2)! =  �11 0`(2)1 L(2)! �11 `(2)T10 L(2)T! :Then as in Setion 3.1, we �nd that1: �11 = p�11;2: `(2)1 = ��111 a(2)113: L(2)L(2)T = A(2) � `(2)1 `(2)T1 � A(2) + U (2)1 ;where U (2)1 is alled an update matrix.Conventional Gaussian elimination would ontinue the proess with the matrixA(2)�U (2)1 . But the omputations an be arranged di�erently. Instead of inorporatingthe updates in U (2)1 and its suessors into the urrent matrix, we an aumulate themin update matries and use them to generate L olumn by olumn. Spei�ally, letU (k)k�1 = � k�1Xi=1 `(k)i `(k)Ti ; (10.2)be the (k�1)th update matrix. We now partitionU (k)k�1 =  �(k)k�1 u(k+1)Tk�1u(k+1)k�1 U (k+1)k�1 !and form the frontal matrixFk =  �kk 0a(k+1)k 0!+ �(k)k�1 u(k+1)Tk�1u(k+1)k�1 U (k+1)k�1 ! =  �̂kk u(k+1)Tk�1^̀(k+1)k U (k+1)k�1 ! :From (10.2) it follows that the �rst olumn of Fk is a(k)k with updates and is thereforethe vetor ^̀(k)k in equation (3.5). Consequently �kk = p�̂11, and `(k+1)k = ��111 ^̀(k+1)k .



An Old-Fashioned Sparse Solver 47Thus we have omputed the kth olumn of L. The next update matrix is given byU (k+1)k = U (k+1)k�1 � `(k+1)k `(k+1)Tk :Proeeding in this manner we an ompute all the olumns of L.On the fae of it, this is a perfetly silly way to implement Gaussian elimination.Computing a olumn of ` by adding an update matrix into a mostly empty matrix isplainly ineÆient. But this is only beause for a general dense matrix the order ofelimination is �xed|a fat reeted in its elimination tree, whih is a straight linegoing from its root at node n to its single leaf at node 1.Things are otherwise for a sparse matrix whose elimination tree has many branhes.In partiular, beause the kth olumn of L depends only on the olumns of A or-responding to T [k℄, we an ompute it without having to to ompute any olumnsorresponding to the set omplementary to T [k℄. To see this, let j be a hild of k, andde�ne the update matrix U (k)j byU (k)j = � Xi2T [j℄ `(k)i `(k)Ti : (10.3)If we sum the U (k)j over the hildren of k, it an be veri�ed (this is your �nal exam inelimination trees) that the �rst olumn of the sum is preisely the vetor that must beadded to a(k)k to get ^̀(k)k .All this leads to the following algorithm for omputing `(k)k and U (p)k , where p =parent(k).1. Assemble the frontal matrixFk =  �kk 0a(k+1)k 0!+ Xj a hild of k �(k)j u(k+1)Tju(k+1)j U (k+1)j ! =  �̂kk f (k+1)Tk^̀(k+1)k F (k+1)k ! : (10.4)2. Compute �kk =q�̂kk and `(k+1)k = ��1kk ^̀(k+1)k3. Let p = parent(k) and omputeUpk = F (p)k � `(p)k `(p)Tk :By exeuting this algorithm for k = 1; : : : ; n, we an ompute the Cholesky fator of A.



48 An Old-Fashioned Sparse SolverThis is still not a working algorithm, sine it onsumes too muh storage. In the�rst plae, the update matries are symmetri. This problem may be solved by storingonly the lower half of of these matries, and likewise for the frontal matries.More important, the update and frontal matries are sparse. For from (10.3) andthe fat that i 2 T [j℄ =) str(`(k)i ) � str(`(k)j );it follows that if i 62 str(`(k)j ) then the row and olumn of U (k)j orresponding to i arezero. A similar statement holds for the frontal matries. The ure is to remove theseempty rows and olumns to give full dense matries. When we do this, however, theassembly of the frontal matrix beomes more diÆult, sine the update matries U (k)jin (10.4) are no longer of the same size. What one has to do is to alulate where eahelement in the update matries goes in the frontal matrix and add it in. This reatesadditional overhead for the algorithm. But at least we are working with dense matries.A �nal adjustment of the algorithm is neessary. We an form update matries inany order as long as we form the update matrix for the hildren of j before we formthe update matrix for j. However, no update matrix an be disarded until it has beenused to ompute the update matrix of its parent. For example, if in the eliminationtree of Figure 8.1 we generate elimination trees in the natural order, at one point wewill have to store the �ve update matries orresponding to olumns 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6.On the other hand, if we generate update matries in the order 1, 5, 6, 9, 3, 4, 8, 2, 7,10, 11, 12 we never have to store more that two update matries at any one time. Thislatter is an example of a postordering of a tree, and it is not surprising that onsumersof multifrontal algorithms are keenly interested in �nding optimal postorderings.Supernodes mix well with the multifrontal approah. With proper organization, themethod requires only one update matrix per supernode. If there are many nie fatsupernodes the savings will be proportionately great.11. Bibliographial notesJust as it was impossible to present a fully modern sparse solver in this paper, it isequally impossible to give a full bibliographial survey of the subjet. The followingnotes ontain some primary referenes along with more reent referenes ontainingsurveys and bibliographies.11.1. Sparse matries and solversIn 1968 Ralph Willoughby organized a meeting on sparse matries at the IBM ResearhCenter at Yorktown Heights and edited its proeedings [27℄. This meeting marks theemergene of the subjet as a oherent �eld. It was followed by a sequene of meetings,



An Old-Fashioned Sparse Solver 49whose proeedings give a history of the development of the subjet over a little morethan a deade [2, 4, 6, 17, 19℄.It is only fair, however, to note that many of the tehniques that would proveimportant after the �rst sparse matrix meeting were in plae before it began. In a 1963paper Sato and Tinney [22℄ desribe a ompressed row storage sheme for the sparsefators and the use of an aumulator in the numerial fatorization. In addition, theypropose a primitive ordering sheme, whih today we should all a minimum degreeordering based on the original rows. In 1967 Tinney and Walker [26℄ desribed thelassial minimum degree ordering. Although they do not say how they omputed it,they ommentAt the ompletion of the optimal ordering algorithm [sheme 2) or 3)℄, the ex-at form of the table of fators is established and this information is reordedin various tables to guide the atual elimination.In other words, in a ombined ordering and symboli fatorization, they set up the stru-ture for the subsequent numerial fatorization| just like subsequent sparse solvers.The terms symboli fatorization, numerial fatorization, and solve, along with a om-pressed row storage sheme, were introdued by Chang [3℄ at the 1968 sparse matrixmeeting.There are not a large number of textbooks on the subjet of sparse matries. Georgeand Liu's Computer Solution of Large Sparse Positive De�nite Systems [10℄, althoughsomewhat dated, is still valuable, and I have drawn heavily on it for this paper. Du�,Erisman, and Reid's Diret Methods for Sparse Matries [5℄ is an exellent introdutionto the basis with a hands-on avor. Unfortunately, both books are out of print.Grid-graph matries arises from ellipti partial di�erential equations disretized ona square. They had traditionally served as model problems for the solution of linearsystems by iterative methods, and their fatorization naturally beame an importantproblem in diret sparse algorithms. The nested-dissetion ordering is due to George [8℄as are the operation and �ll-in ounts given here. For the optimality of nested dissetionsee [11℄.There is a large literature on ordering, whih we annot survey here. The textsited above ontain muh useful material. Saad's Iterative Methods for Sparse LinearSystems [21℄ ontains a brief survey of ordering methods with pointers to the morereent literature.A happy pratie of the sparse ommunity is that they implement their algorithmsin high quality software. The solver of this paper is a ousin of two exellent pakagesprodued in the 1970's: The Yale Sparse Matrix Pakage [7℄ and SPARSEPACK [10,Appendix A℄, developed at the University of Waterloo.



50 An Old-Fashioned Sparse Solver11.2. The Cholesky deomposition and �ll-inFor the basi variants of Gaussian eliminate see [24, Ch. 3℄. The olumnwise algorithm,whih we use here, has a rowwise analogue, whih an also been used to implementsparse solvers.The result (3.7) on �-preursors is an example of a general lass of theorems thatgo under the rubri of path theorems. In terms of graph theory (3.7) says that if�ik 6= 0 then there is a path k; k1; : : : ; kp; i in G(L) with the ki < k and �i;kp 6= 0. Thegranddaddy of path theorems is the elegant result, due to Rose, Tarjan, and Lueker[18℄, that �ik 6= 0 if and only if there is a path k; k1; : : : ; kp; i in G(A) with the ki < k.I devised reetion diagrams in an attempt to simplify the proofs in the literature.However Iain Du� has told me that he has used suh diagrams informally. They alsoappear in an unpublished manusript by Gibert and Lui.11.3. Representing and manipulating sparse matriesThere are many other shemes for representing sparse matries than paked olumnformat. Saad [20℄ gives desriptions of the most important ones along with programsfor onverting from one to the other.The row traversal algorithm was designed spei�ally for this paper, but it wasinspired by the numerial fatorization ode in George and Liu [10℄.11.4. GraphsParter [16℄ was the �rst to relate graphs and Gaussian elimination applied to sparsematries. As George [9℄ points out, however, the graph-theoreti results most useful insparse appliations have been developed independently of lassial graph theory. Onthe other hand, algorithms for manipulating graphs, developed primarily by omputersientists, are widely used in sparse matrix tehnology. Two standard referenes are[1, 25℄.11.5. The elimination treeThe elimination tree is so useful that it or its near equivalents were invented and rein-vented by several people (for a list of referenes see [12, p. 130℄). Liu [13℄ gives a mag-isterial survey of the elimination tree and its appliations, whih has greatly inuenedthis paper.Algorithm 7.1 for generating the elimination tree is due to Liu [12, 13℄. It is lesseÆient than it might be, taking time proportional to L.nnz. We an improve it by aproess known a path ompression. Spei�ally, in a separate array we reord the mostdistant anestor urrently found for eah node. When it omes time to start searhing



An Old-Fashioned Sparse Solver 51from node i we an use this information to jump over already touhed nodes. Theproess redues the time to O(A:nnz log n). (This algorithm is also due to Liu [12℄.) Forour solver there is not muh to hoose between the two sine the work in the numerialfatorization is generally muh greater than O(L:nnz).11.6. The numerial odaShrieber [23℄ gives an algorithm for numerial fatorization that avoids using an au-mulator. It is based on two observations.First, the elimination tree an be used to guide the omputation of the orretion inolumn k. To illustrate this, onsider the node 10 in the elimination tree in Figure 8.1.Assuming that all the nodes below 10 form the row struture of row 10 of L, we anombine olumn 2 with 7, olumns 3 and 4 with 8, and �nally olumns 7 and 8 with 10.This an be done quite eÆiently with a stak of auxiliary storage. Get storage for 10,then 7. Combine 2 and 7, then 7 and 10, popping the storage for 7. Get storage for 8,ombine 3, 4, and 8, then 8 and 10, popping the storage for 8.The advantage of this sheme is that the storage for a top node of a ombination isexatly the size of the olumn struture of the that node|generally muh smaller thanthe size n of an aumulator. Consequently, there is less jumping around of memoryreferenes and better ahe performane.The seond observation is that instead of storing row indies for a olumn of L, wean store the relative indies of where the elements will end up when the olumn isombined with its parent olumn. This not only makes ombining olumns easy, butit also redues storage overhead, sine the relative indies are smaller than row indiesand an be paked into a smaller part of memory.11.7. Bak to the futureA good soure of referenes for supernodes is [15℄, whih ontains the ondition (10.1).Liu [14℄ gives a survey of multifrontal methods, inluding referenes for the use ofsupernodes and relative indies.12. AknowledgementsI grateful to Joeseph W. Liu for detailed omments on the �rst half of this paper. Iam indebted to the Mathematial and Computational Sienes Division of the NationalInstitute of Standards and Tehnology for the use of their researh failities.
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